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ABSTRACT  

The development of advanced Information Technology by greatly improving human thought patterns. 

This home security problem can be overcome with a security system that can be delivered to homeowners 

via SMS notification (Short Message Service) compilation of plow sensors accepting people who enter the 

compilation house when it is installed and the system is in standby and the alarm will sound and the 

sound module has been designed to provide information about the movement in the house. To minimize 

this crime, the need for tools that can help improve home security. Based on the overall system test results 

in accordance with the desired that the security system can be used in a supported system, where when 

the PIR sensor supports movement the buzzer will sound, the red LED lights up, the sound module issues 

the expected voice message and the GSM module will send a message to the homeowner's mobile number. 

PIR sensor will work optimally if the object is detected by humans with a maximum distance of 6 meters. 

While for animals (cats), the success is only 40%, and plants cannot be detected at all by the PIR sensor 

and the GSM module will send a verification message to the cellphone owner in less than 1 minute. This 

tool is more effectively used in a room that provides valuable items, for example in a room or other room. 
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1. Introduction  

The development of information technology that is advancing rapidly greatly affects the 

human mindset. Humans really want a comfortable and safe atmosphere in carrying out various 

activities(Gunawan, et. al., 2020; Qasim, et. al., 2020). In fact, in today's world where 

technological developments are increasingly sophisticated, the security of a place or room can 

be penetrated in various ways, for example by destroying a door, entering through a window or 

breaking through a roof. Limited human resources to monitor a room or a house result in 

criminal acts that occur, for example, theft of goods in the room(Shakthidhar, et. al., 2019). One 

of the desires of humans is to feel the safety of themselves and their environment, so that people 

think of making a tool that can see the safety conditions of the environment around them 

without having to be monitored from their eyes(Yar, et. al., 2021). So that every activity and 

person who enters the room can be directly observed and monitored. Theft based on Article 362 

of the Criminal Code is an act of taking goods or something that is wholly or partly owned by 

another person with the intention of being forcibly owned(Pande, et. al., 2019). 

Advances in electronic technology have contributed to the development of a reliable 

security system. One of them is a security system application for home security(Baria & Bhatt, 

2017). Many electronic devices are used for home security systems, for example, such as 

detecting devices for thieves, fires, and gas leaks. There are so many versions of the tools that 

are sold, both in terms of quality, brand, and price(Nayyar, et. al., 2017). However, the tools that 

are often found in the market are sold separately and are relatively more expensive. The loss if 

we buy a tool in a separate state, the automatic level of home security will be reduced and will 

also incur greater costs for purchasing the tool(Irawan & Wahyuni, 2021). The main advantage 
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of a security system based on Arduino compared to conventional security systems is that it has 

the ability to operate continuously and can automatically connect with other devices(Wadhwani, 

et. al., 2018). 

Home security when the owner is left alone is of course very important, considering that 

very valuable assets are usually kept in the house. Fires and thefts can occur when the house is 

empty where the owner lives. This home security problem can be overcome with a security 

system that can notify the home owner via an SMS (Short Message Service) notification when 

the PIR sensor detects a person entering the house when the house is locked and the system is in 

standby and the alarm will sound and the module Sounds that have been designed can provide 

notification that there is movement in the house(Nwalozie, et. al., 2015). This sound module is 

designed to provide notification if someone enters the house and has been detected by the 

system, the sound module will sound as desired. To make the desired sound we need to record 

the sound first(Choudhury, et. al., 2015). 

To minimize this crime, it is necessary to have a tool that can help improve security at 

home. The tool in question is a Home Security Alarm, this alarm can work by detecting 

movement by the PIR Sensor and if it has been detected by the system, the system will make a 
sound and send a message to the home owner so that the home owner can find out whether there 

are people in his house or not(Anitha, 2017). 

Research conducted by (Samudra, 2019) by title Home Security System Using Pir 

Sensor And Magnetic Switch Via Sms Notification Based On Arduino Uno. Using the sim900A 

GSM module as a module that will send notifications in the form of SMS to homeowners. When 

the sensor detects human movement or detects an open door, sim900A will send an SMS alert to 

the number of the home owner. 

Research conducted by (Permana Bayu, 2020) by title Portable Module For IoT-Based 

Energy Saving Smart Home. This study aims to design a smart contact box in a smart home 

based on Internet of Things (IoT) technology in order to monitor the amount of power 

consumption of electronic devices in the household, detect people in the room, and remote 

electronic devices in the household. The sensors used are 3 ACN26 current sensors and 1 

voltage sensor for the ESP12-E MCU Node Module, Arduino nano and Raspberry Pi which are 

used in data processing, 2x16 displays and a web server as a display of the results of power 

consumption. 

Research conducted by (Tjahjono, et. al., 2020) by title This study aims to design and 

create a security system based on RFID (Radio Frequency identification). This study uses the R 

& D method, namely the research method used to produce certain products and test the 

effectiveness of those products. 

 

2. Research Methods 

A frame of mind is needed in conducting research, this frame of mind will be used as a 

reference for the author in completing the research, the framework in research refers to the 

methodology used . 

Design (Prototype) is the stage after the system development cycle analysis which is the 

definition of functional requirements, and describes how a system is formed which can be in the 

form of depiction, planning and sketching or arrangement of several separate elements. be a 

complete and functional unit, including the configuration of the hardware and software 

components of a system. The essence of this method is the work of developing the model into a 

final system(Wahyuni, et. al., 2021; Noruwana, et. al., 2020). 

In addition, to model a device, several stages are needed in the development process, 

these stages will determine the success of a control system. 
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Fig. 1. Prototype Stages 

a. Collection of Needs 

The needs analysis stage is the stage that is carried out to obtain information on what 

needs are used to build a system. These needs include hardware and software. The Arduino Uno 

microcontroller was chosen because odet quite easy to operate and has compatibility with the 

various sensors available and uses the Arduino IDE software version 1.8.10 to 21odet he 

program(Perkasa, et. al., 2021). 

b. Building Prototyping 

In this stage the researcher designed a sketch drawing and a system prototype as a 

reference for the size of the security alarm device then proceeded with designing a home 

security device. 

c. Prototyping Evaluation 

The design that has been built will be evaluated and checked again, so that if there are 

still errors it can be corrected immediately(Ordila & Irawan, 2020). 

d. Encoding System 

After obtaining the correct and complete design, the researcher then makes the program 

coding using Arduino software for the device, and also makes coding for the Android software. 

e. System Testing 

The next stage, the tools and programs that are made are then tested whether they can 

function properly, testing is carried out so that the tools work as expected. 

f. System Evaluation 

The devices that have been tested are then evaluated again in order to get good and 

desirable results, if in case there are still deficiencies in the devices that are made, the devices 

will be revised back to the coding and testing stages, until the desired results are obtained(Rm 

Sari, 2021). 

g. System Usage 

If the manufacture of the tool is completed properly and completely, we can use the 

device in everyday life in the home security environment. 
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3. Results and Discussions  

Electronic design is a microcontroller system circuit design with other electronic devices 

such as sensors, LEDs, buzzers, jumper cables(Anamika, et. al., 2020). 

 

Fig. 2. Hardware Circuit Schematic 

Implementation is the stage of direct application of home security system tools. This 

stage is also part of a development. Implementation also determines the success rate of the 

project that has been built(Turow, 2021). 

 

Figure 3. Back View of Home Security System Implementation 

The image above is the overall picture of Voice-Based Home Alarm Security and SMS 

Gateway Using the Arduino Uno ATMega328 Microcontroller and PIR Sensor which consists 

of several components including: Arduino Uno R3, PIR Sensor, GSM Module, Sound Module, 

Breadboard, Buzzer and LED(Raj, et. al., 2021; Kumar, et. al., 2020). 
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Figure 4. Overall View of Home Security System Implementation 

The picture above is the implementation of the GSM module, the home owner will 

receive a warning message from the GSM module. 

Description of the Implementation of Home Alarm Security: 

1. Connect the home alarm power security cable to the electric current first 

2. Next is when someone passes with a max distance of 6 meters, the pear sensor will detect 

the movement. 

3. Next, if the movement has been detected, the microcontroller will give a signal to the led 

sound module and buzzer. 

4. Next, when the sound module, led and buzzer work, the GSM module will send a message 

to the home owner's cellphone. 

 

System Testing 

The results of the implementation of the testing of the Voice-Based Home Alarm 

Security and SMS Gateway Implementation System Using the Arduino Uno ATMega328 

Microcontroller and PIR Sensor are as follows: 

Table 1 - Testing the System with a PIR Sensor 

Distance (Meter) PIR sensor Sound Module LED Buzzer GSM Shield 

0,5 Detection Sound Is On Turns on Beep SMS Sent 

1 Detection Sound Is On Turns on Beep SMS Sent 

2 Detection Sound Is On Turns on Beep SMS Sent 

3 Detection Sound Is On Turns on Beep SMS Sent 

4 Detection Sound Is On Turns on Beep SMS Sent 

5 Detection Sound Is On Turns on Beep SMS Sent 

6 Detection Sound Is On Turns on Beep SMS Sent 

7 Not detected No Sound Lights off No Sound SMS Not Sent 

8 Not detected No Sound Lights off No Sound SMS Not Sent 

9 Not detected No Sound Lights off No Sound SMS Not Sent 

10 Not detected No Sound Lights off No Sound SMS Not Sent 

The results of motion sensor testing as shown in Table 1, the PIR sensor will work 

optimally if the detected object is a human with a maximum distance of 6 meters. Meanwhile, 
for animals (cats) the success is only 40%, and plants cannot be detected by the PIR sensor at 

all. 
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4. Conclusion  

Some conclusions that can be drawn based on the results of the analysis, design and 

implementation that have been carried out, and based on the formulation of the existing 

problems are as follows: When the house is abandoned, the home owner can monitor the 

security of the house through a warning message sent by the GSM module to the home owner's 

cellphone, so that the home owner can find out the security status of his home. This tool is more 

effectively used in a private room where valuables are found, for example in a room or other 

room. Based on the test results, the overall system is as desired, namely the security system can 

work in an integrated system, where when the PIR sensor detects movement, the buzzer will 

sound, the red LED lights up, the sound module issues a pre-recorded voice message and the 

GSM module will send a message to the home owner's mobile number. 
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